
 

 

 

 

 

Robonauts PacBots 

What are PacBots 
PacBots are practice and prototype robots used by FRC team 118. They are mobile bases that can 
be used to practice driving. They are also used during each season to carry prototypes for the 
year’s challenge. The PacBots were built to be durable and reconfigurable so they can last 
through many seasons before needing to be refurbished. 

The PacBots used by FRC team 118 carry the names and colors of the ghosts from the Pacman 
and Ms Pacman video games: Blinky, Pinky, Inky, Clyde, Sue, and Dead Ghost. 

What is the PacBot Software 
The PacBot software is modular code that was designed to support our work on the PacBots and 
prototypes. Thus it was made as an adaptable code base that can be used for most robots. 
Through a configuration file, users can choose software modules to match the hardware and 
desired functionality of the robot.  

The Robonauts openly share this software with other teams. It is available from our web site and 
we often use it to help teams that are having software issues at competitions. After the season is 
over, the code for the Robonauts competition robot, PacBots, and all supporting libraries can be 
found on our website, www.robonauts.org. It is included in the resources section of each year’s 
robot -- Team Information->Robots->Current year’s robot->Resources. 

Overview for using PacBot Software 
● Install Some Useful Tools 
● Configure the robot’s radio, roboRio, and other hardware 
● Create the required directories on the roboRio 
● Get, compile, and deploy the software to the robot  
● Create and deploy the XML configuration file.  
● Drive the robot. 
● Review log files 
● Add autonomous scripts 

Reference 
● Configuration File Reference 
● Macro File Reference 
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Some Document Conventions 
This document contains both XML definitions and XML examples. The definitions include all 
required and optional fields for a module. Some invalid XML syntax is used to denote options. 
The examples provide specific configurations with a valid syntax that could be copied into a 
configuration file. 

XML definitions will be in a green-ish box. These boxes define all of the options that can be 
used in a given XML node. Anything inside of the square braces ([ and ]) is optional. These are 
often nested which means an optional part has some optional sub-parts -- so in this example, you 
don’t need to specify a front left motor, but if you do, you don’t need to specify the module to 
which it is connected.  A vertical bar in a definition means that only one of the items should be 
specified. For example scale=“-1.0”|invert=“true”, either specify the scale or specify the invert, 
do not use both because the results may not be what you expected. 

<control type="arcade_drive" name="drive"> 

    [<motor name="front_left"  [type="Victor"] [module="1"] [port="1"] [invert="false"] />] 

    [<motor name="front_right" [type="Victor"] [module="1"] [port="2"] [invert="false"] />] 

</control> 

 

XML examples will be in a gray box. These should always be valid XML but the example may 
not include all of the XML needed to have a functional robot. 

WARNING: Sometimes hidden or special characters are inserted when copying from this 
document and pasting into an XML file, this can make it look like the software is not working. If 
you copied from this document and something is not working, try retyping the line then deleting 
the original. 

<?xml version=”1.0”?> 

<robot name=”Sample”> 

    <interface> 

        <device name="pilot" type="joystick" num="0" /> <!-- red --> 

    </interface> 

</robot> 
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Some Useful Tools 
This is a list of software tools that are required or at least helpful in the programming, 
configuring, and driving of any FRC robot. When you install them, you should create shortcuts 
that provide easy access because when you need them you don’t want to be searching your hard 
drive for them. Some of these tools are available for different operating systems, some are only 
available for Windows. Windows is required for driving the robot, it is not required for 
developing and configuring the software. 

● FRC Radio Configuration Utility - used to configure the robots radio. With the Open 
Mesh radios used for FRC competitions since 2016, this is the only way to config the 
Open Mesh radios. Other radios can be configured through vendor provided interfaces. 
The 2018 version of this  utility can be downloaded from: 
https://wpilib.screenstepslive.com/s/currentCS/m/getting_started/l/144986-programming-
your-radio . When installing, watch for the installation path, it will normally be 
something like C:\Program Files (x86)\FRCRadioConfigurationUtility. 

● RoboRio Imaging Tool - is used to image (install the operating system on) the roboRio. 
This is installed as part of the FRC software update suite. The latest update suite can be 
downloaded from http://www.ni.com/download/first-robotics-software-2015/5112/en/. 
Instructions for installing the update suite can be found at 
http://wpilib.screenstepslive.com/s/4485/m/13503/l/599670-installing-the-frc-2017-updat
e-suite-all-languages. Once installed, the roboRio imaging tool can be found at a path 
similar to C:\Program Files (x86)\National Instruments\LabVIEW 2016\project\roboRIO 
Tool. 

● The FRC Toolchain - this is a cross-compiler used to compile programs for the roboRio 
on a Windows (or Linux) platform. You need it, but in most cases you don’t need to 
know much about it. You can download it from 
http://first.wpi.edu/FRC/roborio/toolchains/. Copy it to the drive that you are using to 
develop before installing (so copy it to a folder on your C drive), do not try to install it 
from a USB drive. When installed it will be installed at c:/frc.  

● VSCode - is an Integrated Development Environment (IDE). If editing the PacBot 
software you will need to install an IDE and configure it to cross-compile for the 
roboRio. New to 2019, VSCode is the IDE supported by FRC, instructions for installing 
and configuring it can be found at 
https://wpilib.screenstepslive.com/s/currentCS/m/cpp/l/1027500-installing-c-and-java-de
velopment-tools-for-frc. The PacBot software is written in C++ so follow the C++ 
instructions. 

● The FRC Driver Station - is used to drive the robots, it also collects information from 
the joysticks, gamepads, and other user input devices and passes that information to the 
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robot. It also provides an interface for enabling and disabling the robot as well as a lot of 
diagnostics about the robot state and communication. The Driver Station is installed with 
the FRC Software Update Suite which can be downloaded from 
http://www.ni.com/download/first-robotics-software-2015/5112/en/. The Driver Station 
is installed at C:\Program Files (x86)\FRC Driver Station. 

● The WPI SmartDashboard - at this time, the PacBot software provides feedback 
through the WPI SmartDashboard. This tool allows you to configure how that data is 
presented. There may also be some instances in which data is sent from the dashboard to 
the robot. The SmartDashboard is installed with the WPI plugins for VSCode. There is 
also a WPI ShuffleBoard, which has the same function as the SmartDashboard but is a 
more visual interface. 

● WinSCP - a Windows-based utility for transferring files to remote computers through the 
secure file transfer protocol. It can be downloaded from https://winscp.net.  

● Putty - can be used to open a terminal window on the robot. This is useful when 
troubleshooting and can be used to do some configuration on the robot. Putty can be 
downloaded from http://www.puttyssh.org/. 

● Firefox ESR - configuring the roboRio requires a web browser that supports SilverLight. 
It is becoming increasingly difficult to find these. Internet Explorer is one option, but we 
have had problems with it not always showing all of the configuration pages. Mozilla 
FireFox advertises that the Extended Service Release (ESR) will continue to support 
SilverLight at least until 2018. This can be downloaded from 
https://www.mozilla.org/en-US/firefox/organizations/all/.  

● NI MAX - Another option for installing the roboRio image and for configuring the 
roboRio is to install the National Instruments tool called NI MAX. This tool provides a 
lot of services but the user interface feels unfamiliar and there is little on-line support. NI 
MAX is part of the NI roboRio Toolkit which can be downloaded from  
http://www.ni.com/download/labview-roborio-toolkit-2016/6215/en/.  
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 Configure the Radio 
When using the FRC competition radios, it is best to configure them with the FRC Radio 
Configuration Utility. Be patient when configuring the Open Mesh radios, it takes about 30 
seconds for them to boot. Watch the lights, they will come on, flash for a little while, then they 
all go off and it starts over. Don’t start configuring until the network light starts blinking the 
second time. 

The utility provides several options to support different use cases. Here are three we use. 

For Most Shops and Demonstrations 
In most cases, you will want your laptop to connect directly to your robot so the radio on your 
robot will need to be configured as an access point, depending on your laptop you may want to 
configure it as a 2.4GHz Access Point or as a 5GHz Access Point, most laptops will support 
2.4GHz, if your laptop supports 5GHz you will probably have less interference from other 
equipment using the 5GHz option. 

 

Figure 1 - Radio Configuration  

After connecting directly to the radio via ethernet and waiting for the radio to power on,  

1. Enter your team number  
2. You can enter an encryption key but it’s not needed in most cases, if you do, remember it. 
3. Select the type of radio 
4. Select the Access Point frequency -- it depends on your laptop 
5. Make sure the Firewall is not checked, make sure BW Limit is not checked 
6. Click on the Configure button and follow the on screen instructions. (If the radio 

configuration fails, a common fix is to temporarily disable any other network interfaces, 
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such as wifi, that you might have running.)  

At Competitions 
At each competition, you will need to use the Radio Configuration Kiosk set-up by the event. 
When running in this mode, the Radio Configuration Utility will configure each team’s radio to 
act as a bridge with a unique encryption key for that team and competition. The tool is very 
similar but many of the options will be disabled. 

In Our Shop 
Our shop has an extremely large number of wireless networks in the area, so we set up a field 
network similar to those at competitions. The access point we use provides a more consistent 
connection and data throughput than connecting directly to the robot. Using our field network 
requires a slightly different radio configuration. 

 

After connecting your laptop directly to the radio and waiting for the radio to power on,  

1. Enter your team number  
2. From the Tools Menu, select FMS Offseason Mode 
3. Enter “RobonautsPlayingField” for the SSID and click OK 
4. You can enter an encryption key but it’s not needed, click OK 
5. Select the type of radio 
6. Make sure the Firewall is not checked 

Make sure BW Limit is not checked 
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7. Click on the Configure button and follow the on screen instructions.  

Configure the RoboRio 
The roboRio is a computer designed for use on robots. It has several Reconfigurable Input and 
Output (RIO) ports and several communication ports. The roboRio runs a customized real-time 
Linux operating system. Updates to the operating system are released as image files that can be 
installed using the roboRio Imaging tool (or NI MAX). The imaging tool can also be used to set 
a team number on the roboRio. 

Image the roboRio 
To image a roboRio, you should connect to the roboRio with a USB cable plugged into the 
roboRio USB device (USB-B) port. It is safest to disconnect your laptop from all other networks 
(including wireless networks) when imaging a roboRio. After connected, make sure the roboRio 
is powered on and start the roboRio Imaging tool. It should automatically scan and locate your 
roboRio, if not you can click on the rescan button. When your roboRio is found: 

1. Make sure the roboRIO is selected 
2. Enter your team number 
3. Check  the Console Out box 
4. Uncheck the Disable RT Startup App box 
5. Check the Format Target box 
6. Select the desired (latest) image 
7. Click Reformat to begin the imaging process 

 
More detailed instruction can be found at 
https://wpilib.screenstepslive.com/s/4485/m/13503/l/144984-imaging-your-roborio. 

Update the roboRio Firmware 
Although it is rare, it is sometimes necessary to update the firmware on your roboRio. To do so, 
connect your laptop to the roboRio USB device (USB-B) port and turn the roboRio on.  

1. Using a web browser that supports SilverLight, go to http://172.22.11.2.  
2. Click Login. Enter "admin" in the Username field and leave the Password field blank. 
3. Click Update Firmware 
4. Browse to locate and select the appropriate (latest) firmware, it is normally at c:/Program 

Files (x86)/National Instruments/Shared/Firmware/cRIO/76F2/ 
5. Click Begin Update 
6. Wait for the firmware installation to complete 

More detailed instruction can be found at 
https://wpilib.screenstepslive.com/s/4485/m/24193/l/273817-updating-your-roborio-firmware  
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Configure CAN Devices  
There are several CAN devices used on FRC robots, they include the Power Distribution Panel 
(PDP), the Pneumatic Control Module (PCM) and the TalonSRX speed controller. These devices 
can be configured (and the firmware updated) through the roboRio web based configuration 
tools.  

Phoenix Lifeboat 
However, as of 2018, the web based configuration tools are no longer installed by default. They 
must be installed using the Phoenix Lifeboat software provided by Cross the Road Electronics 
(CTRE). This link ( 
https://github.com/CrossTheRoadElec/Phoenix-Documentation/blob/master/Talon%20SRX%20
Victor%20SPX%20-%20Software%20Reference%20Manual.pdf) provides detailed instructions 
on how to use the Phoenix Lifeboat to install the web based configuration tools.  

When updating firmware, CTRE now has all CAN devices in their own program, Phoenix 
Tuner. When configuring CAN devices, open Phoenix Tuner, type in 172.22.11.2 if connected 
through USB or your Static IP if through ethernet (static ips are explained further down in the 
guide).  
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1. Open Phoenix Tuner and type in either 172.22.11.2 if connected via USB or your Static 

IP 10.TE.AM.2 if connected through ethernet or wireless. Once you have connection, the 
bottom of Phoenix Tuner should say you are connected 

2. Install Current Libraries to your CAN devices by clicking Install Phoenix Library/ 
Diagnostics 

3. By clicking on the CAN Devices page, this is where you can see all your current CAN 
Devices, their Device ID, and their Firmware Version 

4. If you ever need to change a device’s ID or name, you can do these in the General Device 
Configuration 

5. To upgrade firmware, add a device to the Field-Upgrade Device Firmware section 

 

Set a Static IP Address for RoboRio 
 

Although this is not required, the Robonauts recommend configuring all robots with static IP 
addresses. Using static IP addresses eliminates dependencies on mDNS. mDNS not giving or not 
releasing address leases is one of the most common causes of connection issues on FRC robots. 
With a static IP address, it is easier to troubleshoot problems related to the robot in your 
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workspace and at competitions.  

 

1. Using a web browser that supports SilverLight, go to http://172.22.11.2 
2. Click on the network connector to go to the Network Adaptors page 
3. Select Static for the Configure IPv4 Address 
4. Enter 10.TE.AM.2, where TE.AM represent a four digit team number, for example Team 

9118 would use 10.91.18.2, team 20 would use 10.00.20.2. 
5. Enter 255.0.0.0 for a subnet mask 
6. Click on the Save Button. 

 

Set a Static IP Address for Device 
It is important to now set a static IP on the actual device (computer/laptop) so that the computer 
can communicate with the robot without issue. 
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1. Find Control Panel by searching in the search bar in the bottom left of the screen 
2. Select Network and Internet 
3. Select Network Sharing Center 
4. Select Change Adapter Settings from the menu on the left 
5. Select Ethernet 
6. Select Properties  
7. Select Internet Protocol Version 4  
8. Change from Obtain an IP to Use the following IP address 
9. Use the following IP Address and Subnet Mask for your current PacBot 
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Create the Required Directories 
The PacBot code expects to find and write files into a specific directory structure. If these 
directories do not exist or have the wrong permissions the PacBot code may not work correctly. 
These directories can be created with WinSCP or with PuTTY.  

1. Start WinSCP 
2. Login with a protocol of SFTP, a host name of 172.22.11.2 (via USB) or 10.TE.AM.2 

(via ethernet or wifi), a port of 22, and a username of admin 

 

3. Select (or navigate to) the root directory, the title bar should be “/”, keep clicking on the 
“..” until you see this 

4. Click on the Create Directory button for the remote system 
5. Enter a new folder name of “robot” using all lowercase letters 
6. Check all of the R, W, and X boxes -- the Octal should change to 0777 
7. Click OK 
8. Open the new robot directory and repeat steps 4-7 to create “logs” and “config” 

directories 
9. Open the new config directory and repeat steps 4-7 to create a “macros” 
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Get, Compile, and Deploy the Software 
The PacBot code is only available from FRC team 118 and is published at http://robonauts.org  

The PacBot code has dependencies on a collection of libraries that can also be downloaded with 
the code. As a result, compiling is a little more complicated than many FRC user programs. In 
VSCode, import the existing projects for GSI, GSU, Robonauts Library, Robonauts Controls and 
PacBot into VSCode.  

The libraries must be compiled before the PacBot project because the correct build order is GSI, 
GSU, Robonauts Library, Robonauts Controls, and then PacBot. In VSCode, the build.gradle file 
takes care of this for you. 

To compile PacBot, go to the Command Based terminal in VSCode and do the following steps: 

1. Change your directory by typing “ cd PacBot “ and hit Enter 
2. Compile your code by typing “ ./gradlew build “ and hit Enter 

The PacBot software is deployed to the robot the same way as all other FRC projects: 

● Type into the Command Based terminal “ ./gradlew deploy -PTeamNumber = TEAM “ 
and hit Enter (TEAM is your team number).  

Fifteen to thirty seconds later you should see that the software was deployed to the robot. 
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Create a Configuration File 
The robot configuration file is an XML file that must be named RobotControl.xml and must be 
placed in the /robot/config directory on the robot. Every configuration file must contain the XML 
header tag and a “robot” node. All configuration of the robot is done by adding additional nodes 
inside of the “robot” node. 

Configuration files can be created and edited in Eclipse or in any text editor. They can be copied 
to the robot with WinSCP. 

See the Configuration File Reference section for details about the content of PacBot 
configuration files. 
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Drive the Robot  
The FRC Driver Station is used to collect inputs from the drivers and send them to the robot. It 
also provides some feedback from the robot and information about the communications between 
the Driver Station and the robot. During competitions the robot mode is controlled by the Field 
Management System (FMS) through the Driver Station. At other times, the Driver Station is used 
to control the robot mode. 

The robot can be placed into three modes, TeleOperated, Autonomous, and Test, it can be 
Enabled or Disabled in any of the modes. The selection of these modes is controlled from the 
Operations tab of the Driver Station. 

 

The Operations tab can also be used to put the Driver Station into a Practice mode. In Practice 
mode, the Driver Station will transition the robot through the Autonomous and TeleOperated 
modes as if it were at a competition. The timing of the modes can be set on the Configuration tab 
to match the current seasons game. 

 

The Configuration tab can also be used to set the Team Number and the Dashboard Type.  For 
PacBot software the Dashboard Type should be set to C++. This will cause the Smart Dashboard 
to open -- both when the type is selected and when the Driver Station is opened in the future. 

In 2018 the Game Data Field can be used to specify the configuration of the switches and scale. 
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The Communications tab has two buttons on it, one for rebooting the roboRio and one for 
restarting the robot code. This is important to know when using PacBot software because the 
PacBot software reads the configuration files when the robot code is starting. So, if the 
configuration file is changed you will need to restart the robot code for the changes to take effect. 

The Driver Station has built in shortcuts for the following commands: 

● Enable: Press the ‘[’ + ‘]’+ ‘\’ keys at the same time. These keys are usually found above 
the Enter key. 

● Disable: Press the Enter key. 
● Emergency Stop: Press the Spacebar. E-stopping can happen any time the robot is 

enabled, and after e-stopping, the robot has to be power cycled.  

Joystick Info 
Joysticks and other gamepads are used in FRC in order to control robots during the teleop period 
of competition.  

When using an Xbox style controller, it is important to make sure the switch on the back is set to 
D. If a controller is switched to X, your programmed controls will not run as you commanded 
them. 

Also, the Mode button should never be pressed. If pressed, it will switch the analog controls with 
the d pad.  

Finally, the following diagram displays how to program channels into the XML. If you are using 
another form of gamepad, the channels should still be the same depending on the channels 
specified in the Driver Station.  
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Using the SmartDashboard 
The PacBot software publishes data that can be viewed with the SmartDashboard. The data can 
be arranged and displayed in different ways, but by default it is placed on the dashboard 
randomly.  

● To customize the layout first make sure the Editable item in the View menu is checked.  
● File-> Preferences 

o Set team number 

o Change Grid Cell width and height 

o Change location of the file used to load/save the layout 

● View -> Remove Unused 

● View -> Add -> CameraServer Stream Viewer 
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● View -> Auto Add 

● drag any item 

● right click any item to move, remove,  or change how it is displayed 

o hold shift key to align to grids 

● To change the properties of each box or simply remove them from your display, 
right-click the desired box 

● To make columns on your Smart Dashboard, it is very helpful to hold down the Shift key. 
This will provide you with a grid 

● For the grids, it is best to have a 220 for the width and 20 for the height. To change this, 
go to File, then click on Preferences, and then changes the boxes marked as Grid Cell 
Width and Grid Cell Height. 

Reviewing Log Files 
The PacBot software creates message log files that capture information about what the software 
is doing. These message (referred to as advisories in the code) are extremely useful when trying 
to figure out why your robot isn’t working the way you expected. They contain a lot of 
information about how the software interprets the configuration files so you can see if the 
configuration file is having the effect you wanted.  

Many of the PacBot controls will create data log files that are useful for tuning control loop 
constants for refining movement and troubleshooting control issues. The data files are Comma 
Separated Files (.csv) files, these are easy to look at with spreadsheet applications such as Excel. 
Just copy or move them to your computer and open them. Then you can graph different columns 
as needed. Additional data can be outputted to these logs for different situations as needed. 

The software automatically deletes older log files so you don’t need to worry about them taking 
up too much disk space. But if you want to keep them for later review you will have to copy 
them off of the robot fairly often.  

To access the logs, go to WinSCP and navigate to the /robot/logs folder (see the Create the 
Required Directories section).  

Adding Autonomous Scripts 
The PacBot software provides some limited support for autonomous operations. This is done 
through what we call macros, macro steps, and macro files. A macro file contains the definition 
of one macro. A macro (a combination of multiple actions into one package) is a collection of 
one or more macro steps (the individual actions themselves). Macro steps are small bits of code 
associated with a specific control that allow some capability of that control to be manipulated. 
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For example, a macro could be created that makes the robot drive forward at a specified power, 
waits for some amount of time, then makes the robot stop. 

The robot configuration file can be used to specify which macros are available for use in the 
autonomous period. A selector on the Smart Dashboard can be used to pick which of the 
available macros is used during the autonomous period. 

For more information about defining macros, see the Macro File Reference section.  
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Configuration File Reference 
The robot configuration file is an XML file that must be named RobotControl.xml and must be 
placed in the /robot/config directory on the robot. Every configuration file must contain the XML 
header tag and a “robot” node. All configuration of the robot is done by adding additional nodes 
inside of the “robot” node. 

In XML files: 

● Nodes are defined with start tags (<robot>) and matching end tags (</robot>) 
● Additional information can be specified in the start tag with name/value pairs 

(name=“Sample”), these are called attributes -- the part before the equal sign is called the 
attribute name, the part inside of the quotation marks is the attribute value. 

● There is an abbreviated syntax to specify an empty node, <device type=”ds”></device> 
can be specified as <device type=”ds” />, notice the “/” at the end of the start tag, this 
means there is nothing in the node (just attributes) and there is no end tag for this node. 

● Anything in the XML file between <!-- and --> is a comment and will be ignored by the 
software parsing the file. 

● Another way to have the PacBot software ignore information in an XML file is to change 
the tag name to something the software does not use. For example,  
<servo name=”left” … /> can be changed to <disable_servo name=”left” /> 

● Whitespace (spaces, tabs, and empty lines) can be used liberally, spaces are required in 
some locations but extra white space can be added to make the files more readable. 

● Order in an XML file is not important. 

<?xml version=”1.0”?> 

<robot name=”Sample”> 

  

</robot> 

 

NOTICE: The definition of many sub-sections of the configuration files are used by several 
sections. These subsections are defined later in the document in the Common Elements section 
so they do not need to be defined in detail everyplace they are used.  

Interface Nodes 
The “interface” node is normally the first part of the configuration file, this is list of operator 
interface devices. It tells software which devices are being used to control the robot. It may 
include joysticks, gamepads, the driver’s station, and other USB devices. This node maps device 
ID’s to meaningful names. There should only be one “interface” node in a configuration file. 

<?xml version=”1.0”?> 
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<robot name=”Sample”> 

    <interface> 

        <device name="driver_station"     type="ds" />  

        <device name="pilot"     num="0"  type="joystick" /> <!-- red --> 

        <device name="copilot"   num="1"  type="joystick" /> <!-- white --> 

        <device name="switches"  num="2"  type="hid" analogs="4" digitals="16" povs="1" />  

    </interface> 

</robot> 

 

There can be up to seven devices listed in the interface node, the driver_station and up to six 
USB devices. This is because the Driver’s Station application supports up to six USB devices. 
These devices are listed on the USB tab of the Driver’s Station and can be tested and managed 
from that tab. In addition, that tab can be used to determine the number associated with each 
button and lever on the USB device. 

 

The name attribute is a unique meaningful name for the device, it can be anything and will only 
be used in other locations of the configuration file -- see the <oi > tags in any control. 

The “num” attribute is used for all USB devices (joystick and hid), it specifies which device as 
listed on the USB tab of the Driver’s Station application is mapped to which name. 

The type attribute is the type of the device, it can be joystick, or hid, or ds.  

Type Description Additional Information 

joystick Used used a standard Joystick or GamePad  Defines 4 analog inputs, 12 
digital inputs (buttons) and 1 
POV input.  

hid Used for any USB device The number of “analogs”, 
“digitals”, and “povs” must 
be specified. 
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ds Used to get information from the Driver’s Station 
application 

analog 0:  match time 
analog 1:  battery voltage  
int 0:        alliance  
int 1:        station location 
digital 0:  enabled 
digital 1:  is_auton 
digital 2:  is_teleop 
digital 3:  is_test 
digital 4:  ds_attached 
digital 5:  fms_atteched 
digital 6:  is_active 
digital 7:  is_browned_out 
Update for 2019 

 

Control Nodes 
The control nodes are used to tell the software how to interact with robot hardware. The current 
list of available controls are sufficient to control many robots. Custom software can be written to 
add more specific controls when needed. At this time there is not a way to coordinate interaction 
between the different controls. The following sections define each of the currently available 
controls. 

For each control, there is a function that is called repeatedly while the program is executing. The 
frequency at which the function is called can be set with the period attribute. This attribute must 
have a positive value between 0.001 seconds and 10.0 seconds, the default value is control 
dependent but it is normally 0.1 seconds.  

Game Data Control (new for 2018) 
The Game Data control allows the robot to detect changes to the configuration of the field (for 
2018, the direction of the switches and scale). This is really only used to allow autonomous 
scripts to determine which way to go. See the Macro File Reference section for more 
information. 

    <interface> 

        <device name="driver_station"     type="ds" />  

    </interface> 

 

   <control type="GameData" name="game_data" device_name=”driver_station”> 

   </control> 
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Arcade Drive Control 
The Arcade Drive control can be used to drive most 4, 6, and 8 wheel robot bases. It supports 
robots with either 2 or 4 motors. When 4 motors are used they can be configured as 4 individual 
motors or 2 pairs of mechanically connected motors. This control is normally used for driving a 
robot forward and/or turning the robot, it does support a mode for strafing if a robot with 
mecanum wheels is being configured. 

The control XML definition 

<control type="arcade_drive" name="drive"> 

    [<motor name="front_left"  [type="Victor"] [module="1"] [port="1"] [invert="false"] />] 

    [<motor name="front_right" [type="Victor"] [module="1"] [port="2"] [invert="false"] />] 

    [<motor name="back_left"  [type="Victor"] [module="1"] [port="3"] [invert="false"] />] 

    [<motor name="back_right"  [type="Victor"] [module="1"] [port="4"] [invert="false"] />] 

 

    [<solenoid name="brake" [module="1"] [port="1"] />] 

    [<solenoid name="gear"  [module="1"] [port="2"] />] 

 

    [<oi name="forward"       device="pilot" chan="2"  [scale="-0.8"|invert="false"]/>] 

    [<oi name="turn"          device="pilot" chan="3"  [scale="0.8"|invert="false"]/>] 

    [<oi name="brake_on"      device="pilot" chan="1"  [invert="false"]/>] 

    [<oi name="brake_off"     device="pilot" chan="2"  [invert="false"]/>] 

    [<oi name="brake_toggle"  device="pilot" chan="3"  [invert="false"]/>] 

    [<oi name="brake_state"   device="pilot" chan="4"  [invert="false"]/>] 

    [<oi name="gear_on"       device="pilot" chan="5"  [invert="false"]/>] 

    [<oi name="gear_off"      device="pilot" chan="7"  [invert="false"]/>] 

    [<oi name="gear_toggle"   device="pilot" chan="6"  [invert="false"]/>] 

    [<oi name="gear_state"    device="pilot" chan="8"  [invert="false"]/>] 

    [<oi name="strafe_on"     device="pilot" chan="9"  [invert="false"]/>] 

    [<oi name="strafe_off"    device="pilot" chan="10" [invert="false"]/>] 

    [<oi name="strafe_toggle" device="pilot" chan="11" [invert="false"]/>] 

    [<oi name="strafe_state"  device="pilot" chan="12" [invert="false"]/>] 

</control> 

The arcade drive control can have up to four motors, the motors must have the names specified 
in the definition, but you do not need to specify all four motors. You should specify both a left 
motor and a right motor or you won’t be able to drive well. There is support for solenoid 
actuated brakes and a solenoid actuated gear shifter, if used it should be configured such that one 
solenoid is used to drive two cylinders so hardware on the left and right sides of the robot actuate 
together. 

Several of the operator interface groupings have _on, _off, _toggle, and _state. This provides 
three ways to interface with one control. You should use one of these configurations; 
combinations can be confusing to the driver.  
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● Two buttons to control the brakes, one button should be attached to “brake_on”, another 
should be attached to “brake_off”.  

●  A single button to toggle the brakes each time you press the button, one press to turn 
them on, a second press to turn them off, for this use the “brake_toggle”.  

● A button (or switch) that when pressed the brakes are on, when released the brakes are 
off, for this use the “brake_state”. 

 An example of this controls XML 

<?xml version=”1.0”?> 

<robot name=”Sample”> 

    <interface> 

        <device name="pilot" type="joystick" num="0" /> <!-- red --> 

    </interface> 

 

    <control type="arcade_drive" name="drive"> 

       <motor name="front_left" type="CanTalon" port="4" invert="false" /> 

       <motor name="back_left"   type="CanTalon" port="3" invert="false" /> 

       <motor name="front_right" type="CanTalon" port="1" invert="true" /> 

       <motor name="back_right"  type="CanTalon" port="2" invert="true" /> 

 

       <oi name="forward" device="pilot" chan="1" scale="-1.0" /> 

       <oi name="turn" device="pilot" chan="2" scale="-1.0" /> 

    </control> 

</robot> 

Kiwi Drive Control 
This is a new control and may not be available on all PacBots yet. 

The Kiwi Drive is for controlling a robot base with three omni wheels configured in an 
equilateral triangle. 

<control type="kiwi_drive" [name="drive"] [period="0.1"] > 
    [<motor name=”front_left”  [type="CanTalon"] [port="1"] [invert="false"] />] 
    [<motor name=”front_right” [type="CanTalon"] [port="2"] [invert="false"] />] 
    [<motor name=”back”        [type="CanTalon"] [port="3"] [invert="false"] />] 
 

    [<oi name="forward"  device="pilot" chan="1" [scale="-1.0"] />] 
    [<oi name="lateral"  device="pilot" chan="0" [scale="1.0"] />] 
    [<oi name=rotate"    device="pilot" chan="2" [scale="-1.0"] />] 
</control> 

Motor Control 
The Motor Control can control one or two motors. If it is controlling 2 motors, these motors need 
to be controlled together. You can control the motors three ways: using an analog input, 
adjusting the motor with discrete steps, or using preset momentary setpoints.  It can also have 
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two limit switches. If there is an upper limit switch configured and the upper limit is pressed the 
motor will only run backwards, if the lower limit switch is configured and is pressed the motor 
will only run forward. 

Note: If you are using Sparks or another  type of PWM motor controller, you can program these 
as Talon or Victor motor controllers in the XML.  

<control type="motor" [name="unnamed"] [max_cmd_delta="0.25"] [period="0.1"] 
  [min_control="-1.0"] [max_control="1.0"] > 
    [<motor [type="Victor"] [module="1"] [port="1"] [invert="false"] />] 
    [<motor [type="Victor"] [module="1"] [port="1"] [invert="false"] />] 
 

    [<digital_input name="upper_limit" port="1" [normally_open="false"] />] 

    [<digital_input name="lower_limit" port="2" [normally_open="false"] />] 

 

    [<oi name="analog" device="pilot" chan="1" [scale="1.0"|invert="false"]/>] 
    [<oi name="increment" device="pilot" chan="2" step="0.1" [invert="false"]/>] 
    [<oi name="decrement" device="pilot" chan="3" step="0.1" [invert="false"]/>] 
    [<oi name="stop"        device="pilot" chan="4" [invert="false"]/>] 
    [<oi name="momentary_a" device="pilot" chan="5" value="0.1"  [invert="false"]/>] 
    [<oi name="momentary_b" device="pilot" chan="6" value="-0.1" [invert="false"]/>] 
    [<oi name="momentary_c" device="pilot" chan="7" value="0.3"  [invert="false"]/>] 
    [<oi name="momentary_d" device="pilot" chan="8" value="-0.3" [invert="false"]/>] 
</control> 

 

The max_cmd_delta attribute states the maximum percentage the motor will be commanded to 
change during a period. This type of ramping will prevent instantaneous stepping of the motors 
which will help extend the life of the motors.  This attribute can have positive, non-zero values, 
smaller values will make the motor response sluggish, larger values (2.0 or larger) will result in 
no command ramping. 

The min_control and max_control attributes state the range of percentages at which a motor 
can be commanded. The values range from -1.0 to 1.0. For example, if you set the minimum 
value to 0.0, you cannot command the motor to go backwards. However, if it is set at -0.5, you 
can command the motor to go backward up to 50% power.  

The analog OI allows you to control the motor using an analog input such as a joystick, lever, or 
dial.  

The increment and decrement OIs allow the motor to be commanded using buttons. The step 
attribute listed in these OIs controls the amount of change for each button press. This attribute 
can have values ranging from 0.0 to 2.0.  

The stop OI allows the motor to be stopped using a single button press.  

The four momentary OIs command the motor to a preset values using buttons. These values can 
range from -1.0 to 1.0. 

<?xml version=”1.0”?> 

<robot name=”Sample”> 
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   <control type="motor" name="motor" max_cmd_delta="0.2" period="0.05"> 

       <motor type="Talon" port="5" fuse= "10" invert="false" /> 

       <oi name="momentary_a"device="copilot" chan="1" value="0.75" invert="false"/> 

       <oi name="momentary_b"device="copilot" chan="4" value="-0.75" invert="false"/> 

   </control> 

</robot> 

 

Compressor Control 
The Compressor Control commands the state of the compressor. You only need to use the 
Compressor Control if your compressor is connected to the roboRio. If your compressor is 
connected to a PCM, you should not be using the Compressor Control. 

<control type="compressor" name="Compressor" [period="0.1"] [priority="0"]> 

    <digital_input   [module="1"] [port="1"] [...] /> 

    <relay           [module="1"] [port="1"] [fuse="-1"] [...] /> 

</control> 

The digital_input and relay subnodes define the electrical connections to the roboRio.  

In the following example, the comments in the configuration file specify the wire colors as wired 
on a particular robot, comments like this can be helpful when troubleshooting.  

<?xml version=”1.0”?> 

<robot name=”Sample”> 

    <control type="compressor" name="compressor" period="0.1"> 

        <digital_input    port="0" invert="true" />     <!-- grey/grey --> 

        <relay            port="0" />                   <!-- black/white --> 

    </control> 

</robot> 

Solenoid Control 
The Solenoid Control commands up to 2 pneumatic actuators. It can be used to control 2 single 
action solenoids working together or one double actuated solenoid.  

<control type="solenoid" [name="unnamed"] [period="0.1"] > 

    <solenoid [name="a"] module="1" port="1" /> 

    [<solenoid [name="b"] module="1" port="2" />] 

    [<oi name="on"     device="pilot" chan="1" [invert="false"]/>] 

    [<oi name="off"    device="pilot" chan="2" [invert="false"]/>] 

    [<oi name="toggle" device="pilot" chan="3" [invert="false"]/>] 

    [<oi name="state"  device="oi"    chan="1" [invert="false"]/>] 

</control> 

The on/off, toggle, and state OIs allow for three ways to control the solenoids. These methods 
of control are similar to the ones described in more detail in the  Arcade Drive Control section. 
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<?xml version=”1.0”?> 

<robot name=”Sample”> 

   <control type="solenoid" name=”solenoid" period="0.1" > 

      <solenoid name="a" module="0" port="0" /> 

      <oi name="off"     device="copilot" chan="1" invert="false"/> 

      <oi name="on"    device="copilot" chan="2" invert="false"/> 

   </control> 

</robot> 

Turret Control (NEEDS UPDATES FOR 2019) 
The Turret Control is a closed-loop position control for a motor using a potentiometer for 
feedback. Although it was originally designed to control a turret, it can be used to control lifts, 
single-joint arms, and many other things. 

<control type="turret" [name="unnamed"] [closed_loop="false"] [period="0.1"] 

        [setpoint0="0.0"] [setpoint1="0.0"] [setpoint2="0.0"] [setpoint3="0.0"] [setpoint4="0.0"] 

        [setpoint5="0.0"] [setpoint6="0.0"] [setpoint7="0.0"] [setpoint8="0.0"] [setpoint9="0.0"] 

> 

    [<motor [type="Victor"] [module="1"] [port="1"] [invert="false"] />] 

    [<pot [module="module"] [port="port"] [p1_raw=”0.1” p1_cal=”0.0” p2_raw=”0.2” p2_cal=”1.0”] 

        [min_raw="min_raw"] [max_raw="max_raw"] /> ] 

    [<pid [kp="kp"] [ki="ki"] [kd="kd"] 

             [targ_min="targ_min"] [targ_max="targ_max"] [targ_thp="targ_thp"] 

             [cntl_min="cntl_min"] [cntl_max="cntl_max"] />] 

    [<digital_input name="upper_limit" port="0" [invert="false"]/>] 

    [<digital_input name="lower_limit" port="1" [invert="false"]/>] 

 

    [<oi name="closed_loop_state"  device="switches" chan="1" [invert="false"]/>] 

    [<oi name="analog"    device="pilot" chan="1" [scale="1.0"|invert="false"]/>] 

    [<oi name="increment" step="0.1" device="pilot" chan="5" [invert="false"]/>] 

    [<oi name="decrement" step="0.1" device="pilot" chan="7" [invert="false"]/>] 

    [<oi name="stop"      device="pilot" chan="1" [invert="false"]/>] 

    [<oi name="setpoint_idx" device="pilot" chan="0" [scale="0.2222222"]/> 

    [<oi name="setpoint0" device="pilot" chan="2" [invert="false"]/>] 

    [<oi name="setpoint1" device="pilot" chan="3" [invert="false"]/>] 

    [<oi name="setpoint2" device="pilot" chan="3" [invert="false"]/>] 

    [<oi name="setpoint3" device="pilot" chan="3" [invert="false"]/>] 

    [<oi name="setpoint4" device="pilot" chan="3" [invert="false"]/>] 

    [<oi name="setpoint5" device="pilot" chan="3" [invert="false"]/>] 

    [<oi name="setpoint6" device="pilot" chan="3" [invert="false"]/>] 

    [<oi name="setpoint7" device="pilot" chan="3" [invert="false"]/>] 

    [<oi name="setpoint8" device="pilot" chan="3" [invert="false"]/>] 

    [<oi name="setpoint9" device="pilot" chan="3" [invert="false"]/>] 

 

    [<oi name="momentary0" device="pilot" chan="5" ol_power="0.6" cl_step="0.1" [invert="false"]/>] 

    [<oi name="momentary1" device="pilot" chan="7" ol_power="-0.6" cl_step="-0.1" 
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[invert="false"]/>] 

    [<oi name="momentary2" device="pilot" chan="6" ol_power="1.0" cl_step="0.2" [invert="false"]/>] 

    [<oi name="momentary3" device="pilot" chan="8" ol_power="-1.0" cl_step="-0.2" 

[invert="false"]/>] 

</control> 
In the Turret Control, there are attributes and OIs called setpoints.  

The setpoint attributes define up to 10 target positions for the device. These setpoint values are 
calculated based off the calibration of the potentiometer. The potentiometer uses two points to 
provide a linear mapping of real world positions to sensor values. The raw values (p1_raw and 
p2_raw) represent the raw sensor values that are read at specific, repeatable positions. The 
calibrated values (p1_cal and p2_cal) are corresponding, meaningful, measures of the real world 
positions (heading of the turret in degrees, distance from the ground in inches, etc). This is done 
so your setpoint values are in meaningful units.  

The setpoint OIs define the connection between the analog controls (buttons, switches, etc.) and 
the setpoint attributes. With these OIs, the driver is able to make the device go to the already 
configured setpoints whenever they want.  

The momentary OIs can be used to set the turret motor to a specified power level 

<?xml version=”1.0”?> 

<robot name=”Sample”> 

    <control type="turret" name="turret" closed_loop="true"  

            setpoint0="30.0" setpoint1="60.0" setpoint2="90.0"> 

        <motor type="Talon" port="6" /> 

        <pot port="3" p1_raw="0.21" p1_cal="0.0" p2_raw="4.24" p2_cal="100.0" /> 

        <pid kf="0.0" kp="0.15" ki="0.0" kd="0.0"  

            targ_min="-10" targ_max="110" trag_thp="0.2" cntl_min="-1.0" cntl_max="1.0"/> 

        <oi name="setpoint0" device="pilot" chan="1" /> 

        <oi name="setpoint1" device="pilot" chan="2" /> 

        <oi name="setpoint2" device="pilot" chan="3" /> 

    </control>  

</robot> 

Servo Control 
The Servo Control is a low torque device used to set angles for many operations including 
aiming a camera, engaging breaks, etc. 

<control type="servo" [name="unnamed"] [period="0.1"] step_size="5" up_position="10"  

         down_position="-10"> 

    <servo [name="a"] module="1" port="1" /> 

    [<oi name="servo_up"     device="pilot" chan="1" [invert="false"]/>] 

    [<oi name="servo_down"    device="pilot" chan="2" [invert="false"]/>] 

    [<oi name="servo_toggle" device="pilot" chan="3" [invert="false"]/>] 

    [<oi name="servo_state"  device="oi"    chan="1" [invert="false"]/>] 
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</control> 

The Servo Control has the following attributes: step_size, up_position, and down_position. The 
step_size attribute states the amount of degrees in each step between min and max. If you had 
your min position at 0, your max at 180, and your step_size= “10”, then the servo would have to 
take 18 steps from the min to reach the max. The min and max mentioned are actually the 
up_position and down_position attributes. The up_position describes the highest angle the servo 
is programmed to reach, and the down_position describes the lowest angle the servo is 
programmed to reach, which may even be in the negatives.  

The Servo Control OIs are the following: servo_up, servo_down, servo_toggle, and servo_state. 
Servo_up and servo_down allow the user to move the servo up or down a step with analog 
control. Servo_toggle and servo_state both move the servo to the min and max positions, but 
they are different. Servo_toggle sets the servo to one position when a button is pressed, and stays 
at that position until the button is pressed again. The servo_state, however, sets the servo to one 
position when a button is pressed, but returns to the other allowed position when a button is 
released. 

<?xml version=”1.0”?> 

<robot name=”Sample”> 

  <control type="servo" name="servo" period="0.1" step_size="180" up_position="180" 

down_position="0"> 

        <servo name="servo" port="1" /> 

        <oi name="servo_toggle" device="pilot" chan="7"/> 

  </control> 

</robot> 

 
<?xml version=”1.0”?> 

<robot name=”Sample”> 

   <control type="servo" name="servo" period="0.1" step_size="10" up_position="30" 

down_position="-30"> 

        <servo name="servo" port="1" /> 

        <oi name="servo_up"        device="pilot" chan="7"/> 

        <oi name="servo_down"      device="pilot" chan="8"/> 

        <oi name="servo_toggle"    device="pilot" chan="9"/> 

        <oi name="servo_state"     device="pilot" chan="10"/> 

   </control> 

</robot> 

 

Relay Control 
The Relay Control is used to turn high power devices (motors, solenoids, flashlights) on and off 
from the roboRio.  
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<control type="relay" [name="unnamed"] [period="0.1"] > 

    <relay [module="1"] [port="1"] /> 

    [<oi name="on"    device="pilot" chan="1" [invert="false"]/>] 

    [<oi name="off" device="pilot" chan="2" [invert="false"]/>] 

    [<oi name="forward" device="pilot" chan="3" [invert="false"]/>] 

    [<oi name="reverse" device="pilot" chan="4" [invert="false"]/>] 

</control> 

The relay control has four OIs: on, off, forward, and reverse. The on OI states that there is 12V 
in both wires connecting the relay to the device. The off OI states the opposite: there is no 
voltage coming from the wires. The directions of Forward and Reverse are created with one wire 
having 12V and the other having 0V. The wire with 12V changes depending on the direction). It 
is the important to note that you cannot control the speed of the device with a Relay Control. 
This control only controls direction.  

<?xml version=”1.0”?> 

<robot name=”Sample”> 

    <control type="relay" name="relay" period= "0.1" > 

        <relay port="2" /> 

        <oi name="off" device="pilot" chan="3" /> 

        <oi name="forward" device="pilot" chan="4" /> 

        <oi name="reverse" device="pilot" chan="5" /> 

    </control>  

</robot> 

Camera Server Control 
The Camera Server control can be used to provide streaming video to the Driver Station laptop. 
It can be configured to use two cameras, the video from one of those cameras will be displayed 
based on operator input. 

<control type=”camera_server” name=”cameras”> 

    [<camera id=”0” [res_x=”160”] [res_y=”120”] [fps=”15”] />] 

    [<camera id=”1” [res_x=”160”] [res_y=”120”] [fps=”15”] />] 

 

    [<oi name=”toggle” device=”pilot” chan=”5” [invert=”false”] />] 

    [<oi name=”select” device=”pilot” chan=”6” [invert=”false”] />] 

</control> 

The id attribute of the cameras must be “0” for the first camera and “1” for the second camera, 
different values for the id will result in the software ignoring that camera. The desired resolution 
and frame rate of the images sent to the Driver Station can be specified with the res_x, res_y, 
and fps attributes. Higher resolutions will result in higher bandwidth usage, bandwidth is limited 
at competitions. 

The toggle and select oi items allow the user to pick which camera stream is displayed. The 
toggle oi will switch streams each time the specified button is pressed. The select item will show 
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one stream while the button is pressed (or the switch is up) and the other stream when the button 
is not pressed (or the switch is down). Using toggle and select on the same robot can lead to 
confusion. 

<?xml version=”1.0”?> 

<robot name=”Sample”> 

    <control type="camera_server" name="cameras"> 

        <camera id="0" res_x="384" res_y="216" fps="15" /> 

        <camera id="1" res_x="160" res_y="120" fps="15" /> 

  

        <oi name="toggle" device="pilot" chan="1" /> 

    </control>  

</robot> 

Position Joint SRX 
The PJS can be used to create a lift or arm motor and establish setpoints in closed loop. It can be 
changed to have any amount of setpoints or momentaries. This is similar to our Lift Control or 
Turret Control, just more moldable.  

<control name="pjs" type="pjs" desired_deceleration="2500.0" desired_acceleration="2500.0" 

max_velocity="500.0" closed_loop="true" period="0.02"> 

 

    <motor type="TalonSrxCan" port="10" invert="false"> 

      <encoder invert="false" scale="0.00045"/> 

      <pid kd="0.0" ki="0.0000" kp="0.02" kf="0.0"/> 

    </motor> 

 

    <setpoints> 

      <setpoint name="Setpoint A" index="0" pjs="-90"/> 

      <setpoint name="Setpoint B" index="1" pjs="-45"/> 

      <setpoint name="Setpoint C" index="2" pjs="45"/> 

      <setpoint name="Setpoint D" index="3" pjs="90"/> 

    </setpoints> 

 

    <oi name="setpoint0" chan="5" device="switches"/> 

    <oi name="setpoint1" chan="6" device="switches"/> 

    <oi name="setpoint2" chan="8" device="switches"/> 

    <oi name="setpoint3" chan="9" device="switches"/> 

    <oi name="analog" invert="false" scale="1.0"  chan="1" device="pilot" deadband="0.05"/> 

    <oi name="m_closed_loop_state" invert="false" chan="7" device="switches"/> 

 

</control> 

 

In the Position Joint SRX Control, there are attributes and OIs called setpoints.  

The setpoint attributes define up to 10 target positions for the device. These setpoint values are 
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calculated based off the calibration of the potentiometer or encoder. Attributes such as 
desired_deceleration and desired_acceleration allow you to change the value of your 
acceleration (increase/decrease). Similarly, the attribute max_velocity sets the maximum value 
of your velocity and the closed_loop attribute turns on or off your closed loop control.  

The setpoint OIs define the connection between the analog controls (buttons, switches, etc.) and 
the setpoint attributes. With these OIs, the driver is able to make the device go to the already 
configured setpoints whenever they want.  

<?xml version=”1.0”?> 

<robot name=”Sample With Pot”> 

      <control name="pjs" type="pjs" desired_deceleration="2500.0" desired_acceleration="2500.0"  

        max_velocity="500.0" closed_loop="true" period="0.02"> 

  

        <motor type="TalonSrxCan" port="10" invert="false"> 

          <pot invert="false" p2_cal=”200.0” p2_raw=”-76.0” p1_cal=”0.0” p1_raw=”-625.0”/> 

          <pid kd="0.0" ki="0.0000" kp="0.02" kf="0.0"/> 

        </motor> 

  

        <setpoints> 

          <setpoint name="Setpoint A" index="0" pjs="-90"/> 

          <setpoint name="Setpoint B" index="1" pjs="-45"/> 

          <setpoint name="Setpoint C" index="2" pjs="45"/> 

          <setpoint name="Setpoint D" index="3" pjs="90"/> 

        </setpoints> 

  

        <oi name="setpoint0" chan="5" device="switches"/> 

        <oi name="setpoint1" chan="6" device="switches"/> 

        <oi name="setpoint2" chan="8" device="switches"/> 

        <oi name="setpoint3" chan="9" device="switches"/> 

        <oi name="analog" invert="false" scale="1.0"  chan="1" device="pilot" deadband="0.05"/> 

        <oi name="m_closed_loop_state" invert="false" chan="7" device="switches"/> 

  

    </control> 

 

</robot> 

 

 

Common Elements 
The following common elements define the details about sub-sections of a control that are used 
by multiple controls. It is important to note that individual controls may add attributes to these 
common elements, in the cases that they do the additional elements will be described in the 
controls section of the document. 

Operator Interface Elements 
Operator Interface (oi) elements are used to connect levers, buttons, switches, dials, and other 
user input components to a function of the control. These inputs are classified as analogs, 
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integers (int) (povs are a special case of integers), or digitals (booleans). Each class of input has 
separate channels -- so the pilot device could have three oi elements with chan=1, an analog 
channel 1, a digital channel 1, and a integer channel 1. 

In addition, different controls (or even the same control) can connect functions to the same oi 
device and channel -- so pressing one button can make motors from two controls turn on. 

<oi name="turn"          device="pilot" chan="3"  [scale="0.8"|invert="false"]/> 

<oi name="brake_on"      device="pilot" chan="1"  [invert="false"]/> 

The value of the name attribute is specified by controls to connect an oi input to a specific 
function. Normally the function will dictate which class (analog, int, or digital) is needed. In the 
above, turn is an analog and brake_on is a digital. 

The device attribute specifies which operator interface device is being connected this name 
comes from the <interface> node in the configuration file. The software doesn’t care what name 
you use as long as it matches a device that is specified in the interface node.  

The chan attribute specifies which button, dial, switch, or lever is being connected. If you look at 
the USB tab of the Driver’s station you should be able to see which button is which, just select 
your device and press a button to see which light turns on. Note, buttons start counting at 1, 
analogs and ints start counting at 0 -- not our choice it comes that way in the libraries we are 
using. 

The scale attribute is prefered for scaling analog channels to the function inputs range. You can 
also use it to increase or decrease sensitivity of the input or to change the direction of the input. 
Setting invert to true is equivalent to setting scale=”-1.0”, support for the invert attribute of 
analog inputs may be removed in the future. 

The invert attribute for digital inputs can be used to swap the meaning of button pressed and 
button released or switch up and switch down without having to rewire. 

Motor Elements 
Motor elements define how one motor is connected to the robot. The software is going through a 
transition at this time so there are two options -- it depends on the control that is being used but 
for now most controls will use the first option. 

<motor name="front_right" [type="Victor"] [port="2"] [invert="false"] /> 

or 

<motor name="front_right" [type="CanTalon"] [port="2"] [control_period=”10”] [invert="false"]> 

    [<encoder [invert=”false”] [scale=”1.0”] />] 

    [<pid [kf=”0.001”] [kp=”0.0”] [ki=”0.0”] [kd=”0.0”] />] 

</motor> 

The value of the name attribute is specified by controls that use more than one motor, this allows 
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the control to match a motor definition with a specific function. 

The motor type really specifies the speed controller type (and in some cases the interface that is 
used to communicate with that speed controller). Possible values are Jaguar, Talon, Victor, 
VictorSP, TalonSRX, and CanTalon. If you are using a different type of speed controller, one of 
these will normally be close enough to allow your motor to work. If not specified the default is 
TalonSRX. 

The port attribute specifies which PWM port is controlling the speed controller or the CAN ID 
of the speed controller for this motor.  

If invert is specified as false, the motor will run backwards when commanded forward and 
forward when commanded backward. This allows the control to use forward and backward in 
logical way regardless of how the motor is connected mechanically and electrically.  

The control period specifies the period of the control loop on the speed controller. 

Solenoid Elements 
Solenoid elements define how one solenoid is connected to the robot.  

    <solenoid [name="a"] module="1" port="1" /> 

The solenoid name is specified in controls that uses more than one solenoid, allowing the control 
to match the solenoid with its specific function.  

The solenoid module specifies which PCM is controlling the solenoid. The module is always 
required in the solenoid elements due to machines having many PCMs.  

The solenoid port specifies which port on the correct PCM is controlling the solenoid. 

Servo Elements 
Servo elements define how a servo is connected to the robot. 

    <servo [name="a"] port="1" /> 

The servo name is specified in controls that use more than one servo, allowing the control to 
match the servo with its specific function. 

The servo port specifies which port on the roboRio is controlling the servo. 

Relay Elements 
Relay elements define how a relay is connected to the robot. 

    <relay [name="a"] port="1" /> 

The relay name is specified in controls that use more than one relay, allowing the control to 
match the relay with its specific function. 
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The relay port specifies which port on the roboRio is controlling the relay. 

Encoder Elements 
Encoders are devices that measure the rotation of an axis therefore, measuring the distance your 
drive train has traveled. Encoders can also be used to measure the rate of rotation by determining 
time between pulses.  

Encoder elements define how an encoder is connected to the robot. 

    [<encoder [invert=”false”] [scale=”1.0”] />] 

If invert is specified as false, the encoder will count in the default direction. If invert is specified 
to true, the encoder will begin to count in the opposite direction. 

The encoder scale specifies the number of output units in relation to encoder ticks. 

Note: The best code right now for encoders is actually in turret control.  

PID Elements 
    [<pid [kf=”0.001”] [kp=”0.0”] [ki=”0.0”] [kd=”0.0”] />] 

PID (Proportional Integral Derivative) specify control loop constants which allows for the 
precise control of the movement of certain parts of the robot. This is needed in cases where more 
accurate motion is required. A well tuned control loop prevents overshooting and/or 
undershooting the target by regulating outputs much more efficiently. 

Feedforward (kF) - Scales input values to output values to provide an approximate linear 
mapping of input to motor velocity. This should be zero for position control loops. Using 
feedforward ideally gets you as close to your target velocity as possible, and then relies on PID 
to correct the final small errors. 

Proportional (kP) - Is a proportional adjustment for errors, it impacts how quickly the robot 
attempts to compensate for differences between the target value and actual value as read by a 
sensor.  

Integral (kI) - The integral adjustment helps a system settle to the target value over time. The 
longer the actual value is off of the target value in the same direction, the more impact the 
integral term has on the feedback. 

Differential (kD) - The differential term is used to prevent overshoot, the faster the difference 
between the target value and the actual value is decreasing, the more differential term will reduce 
the feedback. 

 

Tuning the constants - Typically, kP by itself is enough to achieve a desirable motion: this 
should be increased as much as possible to create a closer fit but not so much as to introduce 
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oscillatory motion. Increasing kI  (typically very small amounts, since it is multiplied by accrued 
errors) can help in cases where there is a vertical offset between the actual and desired trajectory 
graphs, but can potentially add more oscillation if too high. kD should be thought of the 
dampening term - increasing it will help in cases where sudden changes cause overshoots, but 
too high of a kD can cause slow response times. 
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Macro File Reference 
A macro file contains the definition of one macro. Macro files are XML files and use the XML 
syntax to define macros.  

Macro files can be stored anywhere, but we normally put them at /robot/config/macros. Their 
location is specified as an attribute of the <auton> tag in the RobotControl.xml file. 

A list of potential auton macros can be specified in the RobotControl.xml file. They can be listed 
before the controls or after the controls. 

<?xml version=”1.0”?> 

<robot name=”Sample”> 

 

    <auton name=”drive straight” file=”/robot/config/macros/drive_straight.xml /> 

    <auton name=”drive and turn” file=”/robot/config/macros/drive_and_turn.xml /> 

 

</robot> 

Each specified auton will be added to a selector on the SmartDashboard so during match setup 
the driver can easily select which of the potential autons will be run for this match, rather than 
having to physically change the code to switch autons. 

Note: If you use the macro steps MSExecute or MSSplit (see below) in your auton macros, you 
will need to include lines in the RobotControl.xml that load those macros independent of the 
<auton> tags. 

    <macro name=”sub_drive_1” file=”/robot/config/macros/sub_drive_1.xml /> 

    <macro name=”sub_drive_2” file=”/robot/config/macros/sub_drive_2.xml /> 

Macros can also be connected to buttons on the joystick or other input devices. To do this you 
include an <oi> tag between the <macro> and </macro> tags. 

    <macro name=”sub_drive_1” file=”/robot/config/macros/sub_drive_1.xml > 

        <oi name="start" device="pilot" chan="2" /> 

    </macro> 

Macros 
The most common macro is a set of macro steps that will execute in a predefined sequence. 
However, it is possible to make more complicated macros that will branch based on feedback 
from sensors or run multiple tasks simultaneously. Macros are used to define what PacBots will 
do during the autonomous period of matches. Macros can also be tied to button presses to help 
automate a commonly used sequence of actions performed many times during the match. 

Every macro must have a “head” step and may optionally specify and “abort” step. The head step 
is the first macro step that will be executed when the macro is run. The abort step will be the first 
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macro step that is executed if the macro is interrupted for any reason. The abort step and 
anything connected to the abort step should be aimed at putting the robot into a safe state (for 
example turning off power to a motor). 

<?xml version="1.0"?> 

<macro name="auton_1"> 

    <connect type="head" step="step_1"/> 

    [<connect type="abort" step="abort_1"/>] 

 

    <step ctrl_name="gen" type="MSWait" name="step_1" time="0.5"> 

        [<connect type="next" step="step_2"/>]  

    </step> 

  

    [ … ] 

  

    [<step ctrl_name="gen" type="MSWait" name="abort_1" time="0.5"> 

        [<connect type="next" step="abort_1"/>]  

    </step>] 

</macro> 

Macro Steps 
Most macro steps are small instructions or commands that get executed by one of the controls 
defined in the Configuration File Reference section. There are a few general use macro steps that 
are implemented in the macro controller logic. 

There are three basic classes of macro steps, there are sequence steps, condition steps and 
comparison steps. The difference between these classes is how the can be connected to following 
steps. 

A sequence step has one exit condition so it can be connected to at most one following step. The 
following step will be identified as the “next” step to be executed. If a sequence step completes 
its execution and it does not have a next step, the macro will end. 

A condition step has two exit conditions so it can be connected to at most two following steps. 
The following steps will be identified as the “true” step and the “false” step. Thus, a condition 
step can be used to make a binary decision. If a condition step completes execution with the true 
condition being satisfied, the true step will be executed next. Similarly, the false step will be 
executed next if the condition step exits with a false value. If either of the steps is not defined 
and the step exits with that condition, the macro will end. 

A comparison step has three exit conditions so it can be connected to at most three following 
steps. The following steps are identified as “gt” for greater than, “eq” for equal, and “lt” for less 
than. Just like with a condition step which step gets executed is dependent on the exit condition 
of the comparison step, if the exit condition does not have a connected step, the macro will end. 
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All macro steps are defined with a control name (ctrl_name), a type, and a name. Additional 
required or optional values used by the macro step are also specified as XML attributes in the 
definition of the step.  

General Macro Steps 
MSWait: Wait for the specified number of seconds before advancing to the next step. The 
PacBot macro controller runs at about 20 hertz, so the resolution on this time is 0.05 seconds. 

    <step ctrl_name="gen" type="MSWait" name="step_1" time="0.5"> 

        [<connect type="next" step="step_2"/>]  

    </step> 
 

MSExecute: Perform all of the steps in the specified macro before continuing to the next step. If 
the specified macro aborts for any reason, this macro will either continue (the default) or abort 
based on the indicated abort condition. 

    <step ctrl_name="gen" type="MSExecute" name="step_1" macro_name="sub_macro_1" 

[abort_action=”abort”]> 

        [<connect type="next" step="step_2"/>]  

    </step> 

 

MSSplit: This is similar to the MSExecute step in that it allows you to start another macro from 
within a macro. However, it is different in that it will not wait for the specified macro to 
complete. Instead the specified macro will run at the same time as this macro. This can be useful 
if you want to control the motion of an arm while also moving the base. So, as soon as the 
specified macro starts, the next step of this macro will be called. 

    <step ctrl_name="gen" type="MSSplit" name="step_1" macro_name="sub_macro_1"> 

        [<connect type="next" step="step_2"/>]  

    </step> 

 

MSForLoop: This is implemented as a condition step. If the true branch has not been executed 
the specified number of cycles, the true step will be called, otherwise the false step will be called. 
At least one step in the branch should connect back to this step in order to form the loop. 

A word of caution. When this step exits with the false step (after all of the cycles have been 
completed), the counter is reset so if something else links to this step it will repeat for the 
specified number of cycles again. However, if something causes an early exit to the loop, then 
later goes back to this step, the count will continue from where it left off. 

    <step ctrl_name="gen" type="MSForLoop" name="step_1" cycles="5">                <--------- 
----    [<connect type="true" step="step_2"/>]                                               | 
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|       [<connect type="false" step="step_15"/>]                                             | 
|   </step>                                                                                  | 
|                                                                                            |   

--> <step ctrl_name="gen" type="MSWait" name="step_2" time="1.5">                            | 
----    [<connect type="next" step="step_3"/>]                                               |  

|   </step>                                                                                  | 
|                                                                                            |  
    [ … ]  

|                                                                                            |  
--> <step ctrl_name="gen" type="MSWait" name="step_14" time="5.1">                           | 
        [<connect type="next" step="step_1"/>]                                     ----------- 
    </step> 

 

    <step ctrl_name="gen" type="MSWait" name="step_15" time="0.1"> 

        [<connect type="next" step="step_15"/>]  

    </step> 

Game Data Control Macro Steps 
The GameData macro step will advance control of the macro to one of the three connected steps 
based on the direction of the specified zone. The zone can be either “near” (for the near switch), 
“center” (for the scale), or “far” (for the far switch). If one or more of the connections is not 
specified and that is the direction on the field, the macro will come to an end. 

    <step ctrl_name="near_game_data" type="game_data" name="which_way" zone=”near”> 

        [<connect type="left" step="step_2_left"/>]  

        [<connect type="right" step="step_2_right"/>]  

        [<connect type="invalid" step="step_1"/>]  

    </step> 

Arcade Drive Control Macro Steps 
DrivePower      forward=”0.5” turn=”0.5” stafe=”0.5”   [Sequence] 

Kiwi Drive Control Macro Steps 
DrivePower          forward=”0.5” lateral=”0.5” rotate=”0.5”    [Sequence] 

Relay Control Macro Steps 
SetRelay                       state=”on|off|forward|reverse”   [Sequence] 
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Motor Control Macro Steps 
SetPower                     power=”0.5”   [Sequence] 

Solenoid Control Macro Steps 
SetState                   state=”true|false”   [Sequence] 

Servo Control Macro Steps 
<none> 

Turret Control Macro Steps 
<none> 

 

 

 

More to come 
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